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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE TRENDS.

• I. Corporate Governance could be defined as:

• …the system of rules, practices and processes by which a company is directed and controlled.

• Corporate governance essentially involves balancing the interests of a company's
many stakeholders (not only the shareholders), such as management, customers, suppliers,
financiers, Government and the community in general.

• Since corporate governance also provides the framework for attaining a company's objectives, it
encompasses practically every sphere of management, from action plans, internal and external
controls (AUDITS) to performance measurement and corporate .

disclosure

• Read more: Corporate
Governance http://www.investopedia.com/terms/c/corporategovernance.asp#ixzz4s0fYXWlw



CORPORATE GOVERNANCE TRENDS-2.

• There are intense and strong LINKS between:

• GOOD COOPERATE GOVERNANCE &

• COOPERATIVE RELATIONSHIPS amongst the company and the stakeholders outside it.

2. During the last years the set of rules and ideas harboring corporate governance systems have
changed a lot for several reasons:

� Business shifted , generally speaking, for mainly searching the interests of their shareholders
and only looking for profits ( “the maximization of benefits” classical principle) to:

1-MORE SOCIAL RESPONSABILITY.

2-TAKING CARE OF THE INTERESTS AND PERSPECTIVES OF MANY STAKEHOLDERS (with
their own contradictions and differences).

3-CONSIDERING OTHER INTERESTS- social, environment, human rights, protection of
minorities and disabled people, gender discrimination, FISCAL BEHAVIOR, and so on.



CORPORATE GOVERNANCE TRENDS-3.

• ---4. Encompassing within their strategies the LONG TERM EFFECTS OF
ENTREPISES BEHAVIOUR.

• ---5. INTERNATIONALIZATION: business as a global undertaking, so you have to
think in the society as a whole (universal communities not just local ones) and
considering the existence of world aspirations.

Companies have also to respond to international expectations, demands and
regulations not only to domestic ones.

• ---6.NEW ECONOMY—DIGITAL ECONOMY & TICs & GLOBALIZATION---business
provide not only goods and services but experiences, innovations, cultures…..the
firm´s brand and the reputation are at stake.

The set of business values is changing (dematerialization and transparency as key
words, for instance).

• ---7.MORE RESTRICTIVE LEGAL FRAMEWORK---from just a “legal” and
“formalistic” approach to a “substantive” vision (substance over form).



CORPORATE GOVERNANCE TRENDS -4.

• ---8.THE SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CRISIS----lack of confidence in open markets,
political demands for more control on, e.g. multinational activities (SEE BEPS),
social responsibility of MNE, and new Public Policies to, theoretically at least,
counteracting BAD GOVERNANCE OF MNE.

IN FACT BEPS COULD BE DEEMED AS A KIT TOOL TO COUNTERACT MNE BAD
GOVERNANCE ON FISCAL ISSUES.

• ALL OF THESE FACTORS LEAD TO NEW GOVERNANCE RULES FOR BUSINESSES and
the intersection between the own companies interests and the STAKEHOLDERS
view, including Tax Authorities (TA) perspective.

• The result of these new context for business governance are NEW REGULATIONS
(international & domestic; binding rules & soft rules) demanding MORE BUSINESS
ETHICS, a NEW GOVERNANCE APPROACH for running enterprises objectives.



CORPORATE GOVERNANCE TRENDS -5.

• WHAT GOVERNANCE MEANS?.

As I stated before-

• ….is the system of rules, practices and processes by which a company is directed and controlled.

• Nevertheless, new economic, social, technical and international times need NEW GOVERNANCE RULES, “A
GOOD GOVERNANCE STRATEGY”.

• However, “GOOD” GOVERNANCE IS STILL AN EVOLVING AND DIFFICULT CONCEPT TO DEFINE.

• It is defined more by its characteristics, spheres and dimensions. It is more easy to describe its rules and
objectives that its meaning and particular contents.

• Not everyone has the same ideas about what Good Governance means.

For example,
the United Nations, Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific states:

• Good governance has 8 major characteristics. It is participatory, consensus oriented, accountable,
transparent, responsive, effective and efficient, equitable and inclusive and follows the rule of law. It assures
that corruption is minimized, the views of minorities are taken into account and that the voices of the most
vulnerable in society are heard in decision-making. It is also responsive to the present and future needs of
society;

www.unescap.org/sites/default/files/good-governance.pdf



CORPORATE GOVERNANCE TRENDS -6.

• Therefore, Good Governance and other related concepts, such as CRS, Corporate Social
Responsability are not as clear-cut as the rule of Law deserves.

• Other examples:

Corporate Social Responsibility is the continuing commitment by business to behave ethically and
contribute to economic development while improving the quality of life of the workforce and their
families as well as of the local community and society at large (World Business Council for
Sustainable Development).

Or as the own European Commission puts it:

A concept whereby companies decide voluntarily to contribute to a better society and a cleaner
environment. A concept whereby companies integrate social and environmental concerns in their
business operations and in their interaction with their stakeholders on a voluntary basis.

If you has a green appetite. If you have fiscal concerns, then put tax considerations at the top of
the business contribution, and so you will have a “good” fiscal governance.

Then, the concept of Good Governance has not yet achieve a clear-cut and a consensual
definition. On the other hand, it is always evolving and so, it leads to uncertainty.



CORPORATE GOVERNANCE TRENDS-7.

• In any case, Good Governance is better defined by its different areas, including the fiscal one, and the relations 
and links amongst them. The so-called CORPORATE FRAMEWORK.

• These spheres are as follows-

• Accountability, 

• Fairness, 

• Transparency in the company's relationships with its all stakeholders (financiers, customers, management,
employees, government, and the community).

• Transparency in the company´s relationship with their shareholders, specially the minority ones.

• Implementing social values and objectives within the company´s targets.

Read more: http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/corporate-governance.html

• FISCAL AFFAIRS ARE JUST ONE ITEM OF THE GOOD CORPORATE GOVERNANCE.

• Who is the responsible for achieving Good Governance performance?---THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS.



CORPORATE GOVERNANCE AND FISCAL RISKS.

• The traditional vision of fiscal matters as a question of corporate Governance:

• Tax affairs are not a problem for the Board of Directors, but for daily
management of the firm or an outsourcing task.

• The company has a domestic vision of its relationships with Tax Administrations, which leads
to fragmentation and lack of focus in the international tax framework.

• Taxes are just a double cost: a) direct costs upon business profits & b) compliance costs.
Therefore the Department of Tax lacks autonomy and, generally speaking, lacks enough
resources to deal with all fiscal considerations and problems.

• Tax controls are a cumbersome affair, a nasty problem, a nuisance. The Tax Administration
doesn´t act in a proactive way and it doesn´t solve “my” fiscal problems.

• Tax is a legal affair. The company has to accomplish with formal regulations, the “letter of the
Law”.

• Tax is a bipartisan item-company versus Tax Administration. Society has nothing to say about
the taxation of business activities.



CORPORATE GOVERNANCE AND FISCAL RISKS-

2-.

• But the picture has dramatically change in recent years-

• Tax matters became international. For many enterprises (specially MNE) the
burden of taxes are a world affair.

• Tax questions has a reputational effect.

• Civil society asks for more responsability of MNE in fiscal questions.

• Tax problems arrive to the Board of Directors, because taxes are more a more a
relevant risks for the company.

• Therefore, the Board of Directors ought to take responsability for managing fiscal
risks.

• There is a strong need to avoid tax risks---cooperative compliance, more
anticipation of Tax Administrations control activities, more rulings, and so forth.



CORPORATE GOVERNANCE AND FISCAL RISKS-3-.

• --Complexity and uncertainty of risks affairs (higher amount of tax disputes)
need another perspective regarding :

• The managing of BUSINEES TAX RISKS.

• The relations with Tax Administrations (cooperative compliance, enhanced
relationships, and so on).

There is not just a question of accomplishing with the legal tax framework
but with the spirit and intent of the Law ( substance over form, GAAR,
principal purpose test, and so forth).

Taxes are increasingly a costly item for many businesses, specially tax
compliance costs (worse in cross-border situations).



CORPORATE GOVERNANCE AND FISCAL RISKS-

4.

• Then:
• Tax Administrations are one relevant stakeholder for Governance.

• Tax strategy has to be defined, managed, controled and analysed
(performance) by the Board of Directors. One of its member ougth to be
responsible.

• The Board of Directors draws the lines, the philosophy, of the links between
the entreprise and its taxes.

• The Board of Directors has to set up a Fiscal Management Framework.

• The Board of Directors ought to communicate its fiscal activities
(TRANSPARENCY MATTERS).

• The Board of Directors is the responsible of Good Fiscal Corporate
Governance. A proactive attitude of business towards compliance, in order
also to became a trustworthy partner of Tax Administrations.



CORPORATE GOVERNANCE AND FISCAL RISKS-

5.

• HOWEVER, IT IS ALSO IMPORTAN TO STRESS THE LIMITS OF THIS NEW
WAYS TO HANDLE FISCAL RISKS:

• It is only a system for MNE and big businesses?.

• Discriminate against ordinary taxpayers?.

• What is the borderline distinction betwwen “legal” fiscal planning and
“agressive” fiscal planning?.

• Soft Law and international tax regulations (which regulate mostly of this new
world of “good tax governance”) lead to uncerainty and confront the principle
of legality in fiscal Law.

• Is this really the end of “fiscal planning”?.

• Is it a cost-effective action?—uncertainty still prevails, specially with soft Law
regulations, etc.



CORPORATE GOVERNANCE AND FISCAL RISKS-

6.

• /….

• In fact, the compliance arrangement of fiscal risks, the agreement
between Tax Administration and the Board of Directors needs:

• MUTUAL TRUST.

• The existence of good models of fiscal risks in both sides- TAX and
corporations (control systems, reports, internal audit rules regulating
companies tax functions and tax department activities).

• The existence of a Framework of Fiscal Risks.

• Continuos full and true disclosure. TRANSPARENCY OF INFORMATION AND
QUICK DISCLOSURE OF PLANNING STRATEGIES ARE THE KEY, but this leads in
turn to the need to have a shared understanding between taxpayers and the
TA about the types of tax risks the taxpayer needs to inform and disclose



CORPORATE GOVERNANCE AND FISCAL RISKS-

8.

• …/…

• Responsibility of the Board of Directors.

• Putting fiscal risks and the top of the Annual Corporate Governance
Report.

• Development of best practices.

• Sharing information according with international standars- CRS,
FACTA, DC, but not information on request, i.e. AEIO systems.

• AN SO ON, we also need experience and practices. 

• IN SUM, AN EVOLVING ISSUE (related wit the new model of
cooperative compliance)



CORPORATE GOVERNANCE AND FISCAL RISKS-

9.

• IN FACT, THE COMPANIES AND THE OWN TAX ADMINISTRATION NEED 
A FISCAL FRAMEWORK, MCF, FOR CONTROLLING TAX RISKS, 
establishing a cooperative relation to define HOW it works.

• The MCF (Spanish jargon) has as main target to offer security to both- TAX and 
taxpayers and has three levels:

• Entrepise.

• Taxes.

• Risks.

For corporations their MCF is a sphere of Good Governance Policies and someone of the
Board of Directivos has the oversight and the responsability upon it.



CORPORATE GOVERNANCE AND FISCAL RISKS-

10.

• As the Australian ATO says-

• Board membvers play a crucial role in ensuring that strong corporate
governance structures are established and maintained. We encourage
board members to check that their business has a sound framework in 
place to manage tax risks and comply with tax obligations.

• Such governance and process obligations include:
• Demostrating and understanding of your risk categorisation.

• Ensuring a well resourced in-house tax governance capability exists to mitigate tax
risks and provide capacity to regularly audit tax governance systems.

• Having in place appropiate review and sign-off procedures for material transactions
and reporting requirements, which ensure that significant tax risks are elevated to
the board…



CORPORATE GOVERNANCE AND FISCAL RISKS-

11.

• …/….

• Having systems to identify, assess, monitor and approve material tax
issues

• (Australian Government. Australian Taxation Office. Large business
and tax compliance).

• THEREFORE, WE NEED REGULATIONS TO ESTABLISH THE BOARD OF
DIRECTORS FISCAL TASKS AND RESPONSABILITIES, THE MCF AND
THE SANCTIONS STEEM FROM THE LACK OF.



THE NEW SPANISH REGULATIONS-SCOPE AND 

PRACTICES, 1.

• 3. BACKGROUND:

• ---International soft Law:
• OCDE papers and documents, such as:

• Best practices Guide for internal controls, deontoloy and conformity (Recommendations
against the bribery and corruption fo foreing agents).

• Directives on multinational enterprises (2011 and updated). Chapter XI. Tax questions.---it
stresses the relevance of complying with the letter (form) and the spirit (substance) of the
Fiscal Law. Searching the tax moraliy concept. Cooperative aproach with Tas.

• Seoul Declaration of the Forum on Tax Administrations to implement good governance
practices on the fiscal area, etc.

In general, cooperative compliance documents since 2008 onwards, which stresses the
importance of having a MCF (MARCO DE CONTROL FISCAL/FISCAL CONTROL FRAMEWORK). Two
documents- 2008 and 2013 with differences between both.

Generally speaking, the model of cooperative compliance needs GOOD GOVERNANCE
PRACTICES on the side of enterprises.



THE NEW SPANISH REGULATIONS-SCOPE AND 

PRACTICES, 2.

• OTHER INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCES:
• USA since Dobb-Frank regulations. Sabarnes-Oxley Act. FASB Norms.

• UK since Chapter 46 of the Financial Act 2009 (Senior Accounting Offices and
their duties).

• Netherlands (Annex to Book 2 of the Civil Code). General rule: comply or
explain. Regulations of the societes´ governance. Obligation to have and
INTERNAL CONTROL FRAMEWORK, including taxation issues.

• Australia. Corporate Governance Recommendations and Principles, Comply or
explain. Principle number 7: Know and manage your tax risks. ATO regulations
on Good Fiscal Governance.

…and generally speaking all experiences concerning the implementation of
the so-calle “cooperative compliance model”.



THE NEW SPANISH REGULATIONS-SCOPE AND 

PRACTICES- 3.

• SPANISH BACKGROUND:

• -Formerly, just soft Law and Recommendations:
• Unified Code of Good Governance of Stock Marked Companies.

• Spanis Strategy of Corporate Social Responsability (RSC) (2014-2020).

• International ISO Regulation 26000: taxes and development, …

• IN FACT- only for big business.

Only for Stock-market companies.

Soft Law.

Without sanctions.

Not fiscal oriented.



THE NEW SPANISH REGULATIONS-SCOPE AND 

PRACTICES- 4.

• BACKGROUND ON THE TAX ADMINISTRATION SIDE (SPANISH TAX AGENCY, 
AEAT):

• LARGE BUSINESS FORUM.
www.agenciatributaria.es/AEAT.internet/Inicio/_Segmentos_/Empresas_y_profesion
ales/Foro_Grandes_Empresas/Foro_Grandes_Empresas.shtml

• CODE OF BEST TAX PRACTICES.
www.agenciatributaria.es/AEAT.internet/Inicio/_Segmentos_/Empresas_y_profesion
ales/Foro_Grandes_Empresas/Codigo_de_Buenas_Practicas_Tributarias/Codigo_de_
Buenas_Practicas_Tributarias.shtml

• OTHER COOPERATIVE INSTRUMENTS, such as rulings, arts. 88 and 89 of the Spanish
General Tax Act, APAs, etc. (SEE OTHER PRESENTATIONS AT THE FORUM).



THE NEW SPANISH REGULATIONS-SCOPE AND 

PRACTICES- 4.

Good fiscal practices are divided into three parts:

�Transparency, good faith and coo-peration with the AEAT.

�Transparency and legal certainty in the application and interpretation of tax
regulations by the AEAT.

�Reduction of litigation and conflict avoidance.

THEN:

-Non legal biding instruments.

-Only for big businesses.

-An evolving issue.



THE NEW SPANISH REGULATIONS-SCOPE 

AND PRACTICES- 5.
• Law 31/2014, 3 December, 2014, amending the Capital Companies

Law (Ley de Sociedades de Capital or LSC) for the improvement of
corporate governance (thereafter, the Law).

• This Law encompasses, for the first time in Spain, specific references
on the responsability of the handling taxes within the realm of the
good governance rules.

• These rules are mandatory but only for stock market, listed,
companies (NOT ALL BIG BUSINESSES, if they are private
ownership).

• The Board of Directors has the responsability of managing big risks
of the company, and can´t delegate such responsabilities.



THE NEW SPANISH REGULATIONS-SCOPE AND 

PRACTICES- 6.

• The companies has to set up a framework for dealing with such risks, 
including tax ones, and the ways and means to supervise and control 
their internal systems af auditing and information (a coherent frame
against any fragmented system, e.g. COSO)

• Non-delegable authority of the board including, inter alia:

• Determination of the company´s fiscal strategy.

• Determination of the risk management and control policy, specifically
including tax risks.

• Approval of transactions or investments involving a special tax risks (unless
such approval corresponds to the shareholders meeting) and
creation/acquisition of entities resident in tax havens jurisdictions.



THE NEW SPANISH REGULATIONS-SCOPE AND 

PRACTICES- 7.

• Establishing an Audit Committee.

• Non delegable authority of the Audit Committee on the following
issues:

• Supervising internal control systems and risk management, with tax risks
expressly included.

• Reporting to the Board of Directors prior to the creation or acquisition of
special-purpose vehicles, SUV, or companies resident in tax havens, and
related-party transactions.

• Yearly publishing an Annual Corporate Governance Report: …/….



THE NEW SPANISH REGULATIONS-SCOPE AND 

PRACTICES- 8.

• …/….

• Mandatory coverage of risk control systems, including tax risks.

• Fiscal compliance is not just the Fiscal Deparment responsability, but of the Board
of Directors.

These obligations are also related to the plans with respect to the prevention of crime,
criminal liabilites and money-laundering activities to the Board of Directors.

See results:

https://www.telefonica.com/en/web/responsible-business/our-commitments/taxes.
TELEFONICA.



THE NEW SPANISH REGULATIONS-SCOPE AND 

PRACTICES- 9.

• www.bbva.com/en/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/Estrategia-Fiscal-
Aprobada_INGLES-150715.pdf

• Corporate principles in BBVA’s tax and fiscal strategy

• In general, see: Spanish Observatory in Social Responsibility, 

• www.observatoriorsc.org/



COMMENTS ON THE SPANISH REGULATIONS 

AND THEIR LIMITS

• There are still few years of experience concerning the application of 
the Spanish new regulations (established in 2014).

• But the scope of the LSC is very limited—only listed/quoted
companies, not even all big enterprises.

• Sanctions are not well defined.

• The role of our Body of Supervision of quoted entities-National
Commission of Quoted Markets, CNMV, has always disminished the
relevance of fiscal affairs for the governance of companies,
www.cnmv.es/portal/home.aspx



COMMENTS ON THE SPANISH REGULATIONS 

AND THEIR LIMITS-2.

• The information provided by companies has some drawbacks, e.g. 
regarding tax havens operations.

• See “Fiscal information stem from the Corporate Annual Reports of
IBEX 35 (*) entities, 2015”. www.observatoriorsc.org/informacion-
fiscal-empresas-ibex-35-2/

(*) The most relevant quoted companies in Spain stock markets.

The AEAT instruments are just soft Law and inappropiate for fiscal
controls.

---AND, MOW IT´S BEPS TIME.



COMMENTS ON THE SPANISH REGULATIONS 

AND THEIR LIMITS-3.

• ACTION 12. MANDATORY DISCLOSURE RULES.

• The focus of BEPS Action 12 was to provide recommendations on best
practices regarding the design of new (and the improvement of
existing) mandatory disclosure rules agressive or abusive transactions,
arrangements or structures.

• A lot of international experiences: Portugal, UK, Quebec, etc.

• Spain has not yet implemented such rules. We need them.



CONCLUSIONS

• Personal remarks.

• THANKS A LOT FOR YOUR ATTENTION.

• COMMENTS, QUESTIONS,….


